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Abstract
We are living in a society, where images and charts speak louder than words. Therefore, information
visualization plays a major role in solving complex problems since it provides a visual summary of data that
makes it easier to identify trends and patterns.
In this master project, I propose a web – based visual analytics tool that enables to analyze complex
email and time based / event series data. The visual analytics framework uses test data from IEEE VAST
Challenge 2014: Mini challenge 1 that concentrated on the disappearance of employees of a fictional GAStech
company, but the tool allows users to upload their own data and gain new valuable insights.
The analytics tool is built upon javascript libraries: Nuxt.js, Vue.js, Express.js and D3.js

Introduction
The IEEE Visual Analytics Science and Technology (VAST) Challenge is an annual contest with the goal
of advancing the field of visual analytics through competition. The VAST Challenge is designed to help
researchers understand how their software would be used in a novel analytic task and determine if their data
transformations, visualizations, and interactions would be beneficial for particular analytic tasks. [1]
2014 Mini Vast Challenge 1 is a text – based data collection concerning the kidnapping of the GASTech
employees by members of the social movement group Protectors of Kronos (POK). This challenge is concentrated on the disappearance. In the roughly twenty years that Tethys-based GAStech has been operating a
natural gas production site in the island country of Kronos, it has produced remarkable profits and developed strong relationships with the government of Kronos. However, GAStech has not been as successful in
demonstrating environmental stewardship. [2]
In January, 2014, the leaders of GAStech are celebrating their new-found fortune as a result of the initial
public offering of their very successful company. In the midst of this celebration, several employees of GAStech
go missing. An organization known as the Protectors of Kronos (POK) is suspected in the disappearance,
but things may not be what they seem. [2]
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Dataset
The data sets contain a set of current and historic news reports, as well as resumes of numerous GAStech
employees and email headers from two weeks of internal GAStech company email. Additionally, the information about the history of the POK, GASTech, and particulars about the kidnapping that took place has
provided as well.
Articles (.txt): Articles contain relevant and historical news reports information in text file format about
the circumstances surrounding the kidnapping, and the reporting during the kidnapping. There are 844 text
files, and the articles range from 1995-2014, so it is especially important to display the analytic timeline.
Email headers (.csv): This dataset contains email information from two weeks of internal GAStech company email in comma-separated values (CSV) format. This information would be useful to create hypotheses
about who might be involved in the kidnapping, through delving into the social network created via the email
links.

Tasks
The main goal of the framework is to create a system that helps users to discover interesting and useful
patterns. But for Vast Mini Challenge, the tasks would be to analyze the given data and develop responses
to the questions below:
1. Who are the leaders? Where are the potential connections between the POK and GAStech?
2. Describe the events of January 20-21, 2014. What is the timeline of events
3. Identify at least two possible explanations of why the GAStech employees may be missing. What
evidence do you have to support each of these explanations?

Sketches

(a) Edge Bundling Email Visualization

(b) Timeline Novelty Visualization
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Tools

Figure 1: Tools
• Vue.js is the progressive Front-End JavaScript framework
• Nuxt.js is a framework that helps you build server-rendered Vue.js applications easily
• D3.js (short for Data-Driven Documents) is a JavaScript library for producing dynamic, interactive
data visualizations in web browsers
• Express.js is a minimal and flexible Node.js web application framework that provides a robust set of
features for web and mobile applications
• IBM Watson Natural Language Understanding is a cloud native product that uses deep learning to
extract metadata from text such as entities, keywords, categories, sentiment, emotion, relations, and
syntax.
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System Description
1

Email Edge Bundling Visualization

Figure 2: Email Edge Bundling Visualization

• File Uploads - Allows users to upload their own data in .json and .csv formats. The sample data is
provided in “Data Format.” One of the most required fields is the date format. The list of allowed date
formats has been provided as well. Additionally, users could load sample data by clicking the “DEMO
TEST” button.
• Date Picker - Allows picking a specific day or range of days. As you make date changes, it automatically redraws the chart. By default, it selects the minimum date first.
• Main Edge Bundling Visualization - Visualizes relationships among users through links and nodes,
which is clustered by job positions. The key feature of this chart is to bundle the adjacency edges
together to decrease the clutter. On hover, it reveals a username, the number of send and received
emails, and colors links “Green” for sent, “Red’ for received.
• Settings Component – Helps users to make adjustments to the chart by changing diameter, tension,
text offset, and text size. Users also could download the diagram as an image in .png format by clicking
the “SAVE IMAGE” button. Besides, it is also possible to switch of showing email domain, but it is
hidden by default.
• Selection Component – As you click on the user (node), it displays the interactive table for the
associated user. Users could sort the table by state, alphabetically, and date. Also, the search functionality over “from”, “to” and “subject” has been provided as well. Additionally, if the table is dense,
you could display it as a modal by clicking the arrows icon.
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2

Timeline Novelty Visualization

Figure 3: Timeline Novelty Visualization

• File Uploads - Allows users to upload their data in .json,.csv, .txt formats. The sample data is
provided in “Data Format.” One of the most required fields is the date format. The list of allowed date
formats has been provided as well. Additionally, users could load sample data by clicking the “DEMO
TEST” button.
• Settings Component - Displays the number of loaded and displayed items. Also, it allows downloading the chart as an image in .png format.
• Timeline Visualization - Displays a time-based events series data. Each circle represents an event.
On hover, it highlights the circle and visualizes a tooltip of title and description. Users could easily
navigate by zooming in and out.
• Text Component – Shows texts such as source, title, description, and date.
• Sentiment, Emotion and Word Cloud Components - Illustrate analysis from IBM Watson NLU.
Users also could adjust settings of Word Cloud chart by clicking the “Gear” icon.
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Discussion of Findings
1. Who are the leaders? Where are the potential connections between the POK and GAStech?
If you play around with the tool and pick a date ”January 13, 2014” then you could notice Inga.Ferro@
gastech.com.kronos sent a suspicious email with the subject ”RE: FW: ARISE - Inspiration for Defenders of Kronos” that encourage Defenders of Kronos to protest. Therefore, everyone who received this email is the leaders: Inga.Ferro@gastech.com.kronos, Loreto.Bodrogi@gastech.com.kronos,
Isia.Vann@gastech.com.kronos, Hennie.Osvaldo@gastech.com.kronos, Minke.Mies@gastech.com.kronos

Figure 4: Answer to Question 1
2. Describe the events of January 20-21, 2014. What is the timeline of events?

Figure 5: Answer to Question 2
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3. Identify at least two possible explanations of why the GAStech employees may be missing. What
evidence do you have to support each of these explanations?

Figure 6: Answer to Question 3

Future Work
• Adding more diagrams:
Of course, as any applications, this framework could be improved in many ways. One of the considerable
impacts might be adding more chart options such as Sankey and Force-directed diagrams so that users
could choose between charts to display email data. Sankey diagram depicts flows of any kind, where the
width of each link is based on quantity. Sankey is best used to visualize many-to-many relationships
between domains. But, having more and more nodes leads to overwhelming the system and users, so
it is essential to limit the displayed number of nodes. The force-Directed graph is best used as well to
display a limited number of edge crossings. The main idea of the force-directed chart is to calculate
the positions each node and assign force among the set of edges based on their connections.
• Date Formatting:
The date and time representation vary between countries, and it is crucial to be aware of different types
of numeric forms. I have provided more than 20 most used date and time formats, and it gives an error
if it does not match the format. But, in many cases, people tend to make mistakes, so it would better
to provide interactive tools that give a warning and ability to edit the date instantly so that there will
not be any missing data.

Conclusion
The primary purpose of this project is to create an analytic interface with integrating D3.js into Vue.js.
D3 is widely believed to be a powerful data visualization library combining built-in functions and DOM
manipulation. Similarly, Vue.js is one of the most popular front-end frameworks with virtual DOM rendering,
tiny size, and single-file components. In CSE457A and CSE557A courses, we mostly have done assignments
and projects through native JS and D3 library, but combining D3 and Vue allows us to build reactive and
re-usable components with excellent performance and two-way data binding.
Nowadays, various chart libraries can create complex diagrams and integrates easily with the Vue library.
However, the extensibility of D3 and the number of features it offers makes it a perfect fit for any front-end
library. In many cases, both frameworks can do similar things. Still, this project demonstrates that Vue
can manipulate the virtual DOM while embracing reactivity to update D3 components, which might come
in handy in more complex projects.
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Another great advantage Vue has is a server-side rendering framework Nuxt.js that builds on top of Vue.
Nuxt.js helps to create server-rendered Vue.js applications easily by allowing them to build as Universal or
Single-Page Application (SPA). Nuxt.js takes care of rendering on both the server-side with Express.js and
the client-side that works well for search engine web crawlers.
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